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BUSHFIRE CRISIS

Victims could mount class action
DANIEL WILLS
VICTIMS of the Adelaide Hills
bushfires who lost their homes
or other property could have
grounds for a class action
against anyone found to have
started the blaze, a leading lawyer says.
Duncan Basheer Hannon
managing partner Peter Hum-

THE BLAME GAME
phries, who led a class action
that included the families of
nine people who died in the
2005 Port Lincoln fires, has told
The Advertiser a similar legal
bid may be possible in the wake
of the weekend’s destruction.
Police are investigating the
cause of the Hills fire, which

has claimed at least 12 homes
and as many as 32, and dozens
of animals, and have focused
attention on an incinerator located on private property.
Mr Humphries said anyone
found to have caused a fire
through negligence could be
held liable and their insurance
company hit for up to $20 million in damages payable to the

victims. “There will undoubtedly be ... (an) inquiry, and if
that inquiry establishes that
fire was caused through a negligent act, then there would be
the possibility of a claim,” he
said.
“Whether that was an avenue worth pursuing would
depend upon whether there
was a policy of insurance in

place that would respond to
those claims.
“Anyone who lost any property would be entitled to be involved in that, should they
choose to.”
Any assets owned by an individual found to be at fault
could also form part of a
claim. The bid for Port Lincoln fires compensation was

finally resolved in late 2013,
with claimants receiving just
$8 million of the $60 million
that had been sought.
The settlement was shared
between 29 Lower Eyre Peninsula families who suffered
property damage, and insurers. It ended an eight-year
legal process and avoided a
further lengthy trial.

Tears give way to
thanks for safety
ANTIMO IANNELLA

THE WEDDING

Premier Jay Weatherill

‘This is a
long way
from over’
JORDANNA SCHRIEVER

THE RESPONSE
PREMIER Jay Weatherill yesterday toured the fire ground
from the air to get a first-hand
look at the destruction.
“This is a long way from
over,” he said.
“As well as the perimeter
being an extraordinarily large
distance, there are lots of unburnt areas within ... The number of homes and properties
that are actually within the
area that’s generally designated as the fire ground are still
under threat.
“We just witnessed fire
bombers out there protecting
homes with flames metres
away. There’s a lot of hard
work to be done.”
Mr Weatherill said conditions were difficult and
dangerous, and the amount of
smoke present was challenging
for air and ground crews.
“I have nothing but praise
for the skill and the courage of
the people who are carrying
out these duties to keep our
community safe.”

TYING THE KNOT: Peter and Linda Ward’s wedding day plans were saved from turning to
ashes by a wedding planner that quickly relocated the celebration. Picture: GABRIELA FLEUR

WHEN Peter and Linda
Ward’s wedding plans went up
in smoke on Saturday morning, the bride understandably
shed a few tears.
“There was definitely some
sadness; I did have a bit of a
cry,” said Mrs Ward of the moments after they found out
their nuptials at Woodside’s
Bird in Hand winery had to be
cancelled because of the devastating bushfires.
“We’d gone up to have a
look at the venue the day before and the decorations were
just beautiful. But when we got
the call at about 11am, I
thought that was it, we’d have
to postpone the wedding.”
But thanks the quick thinking by the couple’s wedding
planner, Rapture, and Sfera
Group general manager Michael Sfera, the ceremony and
reception for 230 guests were
rescheduled for just hours later
at Sfera’s Park Suites & Convention Centre in Modbury.
“It was absolutely amazing,”
Mr Ward said. “When I rocked
up just before the ceremony (at
5.30pm) I didn’t know what to
expect. I just thought there
might be a few paper plates,
but the flowers, the decorations,
everything
looked
beautiful. It was perfect.
“We were just blown away
by what Rapture and Sfera’s
were able to do in four short
hours.”
While relaxing at her mother’s house yesterday, Mrs

RELIEVED: Peter and Linda.
Picture: STEPHEN LAFFER
Ward said it was an “great relief” to have the wedding go
ahead so smoothly.
“So many people said, if I
didn’t know what happened, I
wouldn’t have guessed it (the
wedding) was thrown together
in just a few hours,” she said.
“We can’t thank everyone
enough, from Rapture to everyone at Sfera’s, to the people at
Bird In Hand and all our family
and friends for helping us with
our special day.”
The couple, who will leave
for a honeymoon in Thailand
tomorrow, said their thoughts
were with everyone affected by
the bushfires and the emergency crews battling the flames.
“It’s hit pretty close to
home,” Mr Ward said. “We just
hope everyone is safe and
healthy – the conditions are
pretty bad out there.”
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